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About This Game

Up in the sky in a fantasy world, two friends Cid and Markus decided to bring an old tavern back to life in Among the Heavens!
Playing as Cid, you will experience fast paced and fun gameplay by serving magical potions, entertaining guests and earning tips
in order to add new fancy features to the tavern and build new ones in the future. In this Time Management game you will meet

cute and surprising characters, each with their own unique personality, emotions and behavior!

50 fast-paced levels and 5 different restaurants
Fun 3D animated characters

Addicting match 3 mini games
Magical power-ups and fantasy backgrounds
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This game is Diner Dash with a bunch of stuff thrown on top of it with little thought. If you've never played Diner Dash, it's a
bad waitress simulation game where the optimal way to play is actually to make customers wait as long as possible so you can
rack up the longest chains you can. You can only chain the same move, so you must wait for all customers to finish picking their
items on the menu and risk making some of them angry in order to pull a full menu combo, which you then link into a food
delivery combo and then a check collecting combo. It makes it kind of a dumb waitress game, since again, this means that
you're a terrible waitress, but it works as a videogame and is pretty fun.

Among the Heavens is a pretty much exact Diner Dash clone. It plays exactly the same with you clicking on pieces in a diner (in
this case a potion shop in a fantasy setting), and queueing up actions for your waiter to perform as you keep track of the guests
and their desires. The problem here, like I said in the beginning, is that they've thrown a bunch of stuff on the Diner Dash
formula without really considering what that does to the gameplay. First off, why would I want to play a very uninspired and
barebones version of Bejeweled between levels? Doing so unlocks a speed boost potion... Why? Is the game not balanced for
people who cannot be bothered to play Bejeweled in their waiter game? If it is, why do the potions even exist? This is supposed
to be "bonus content", but is just a pointless chore.

The worst offense, though, is that the game throws in stuff that throws your combos off for no good reason. There are
customers that will order twice, ruining your chain. Customers can drop their drinks, which for some reason means you're
obligated to serve them a new one instead of charging them for the busted potion bottle, and again screws up your combo. There
are earthquakes that makes a random number of customers drop their drinks. There's some old man sitting in a corner who the
game doesn't even explain, why he's there or what he does, he just has an impatience timer and you have to click on him and,
again, ruin your combo for no reason. Maybe that guy is explained later, but in the area he shows up in, the game just tells you
"yeah just click this guy to ruin the combo for no reason, shut up about it" and you're left wondering what the devs are thinking.
Yet another thing that complicates combos is the introduction of "VIP" customers as well as parties larger than your seating
arrangement, which makes the game move tables around to accomodate them, which in effect makes it impossible to properly
plan your seating. You simply can't know in advance if a party of six is coming and if you can use the tables for four for the
party of four or if you have to make them wait since they're more patient than the upcoming party of six is. That got
complicated but if you've played Diner Dash, you know what I mean. The VIPs can be worked around by trying to keep the VIP
tables empty, but the large parties really mess you up and make it nearly impossible to predict the perfect seating and almost
requires trial and error for high scores. On top of that, the visual identifier for VIP customers is a red scarf. There are red and
blue customers. You guessed it, the red scarf they're wearing is the exact same shade of red as the rest of their outfit. It's pretty
bad.

It's not a bad Diner Dash clone, it works and you can click on things and serve customers and pretty easily beat the 3-star
requirement for each level. It has a cute little fantasy aesthetic where you serve magical potions to people living in some kind of
sky city instead of serving food to people in a diner. I did two "diners" (out of six) in the 0.6 hours I played, so it does seem on
the short and easy side and the game runs in 4:3 with no option to change it, so those are two pretty big negatives. The big
complaint, of course, is the broken chaining and how dull that can make the game and, ultimately, this game is a thumbs down.
Play Diner Dash instead.. TL DR: It's like Diner Dash - if you liked Diner Dash, you'll like this game.

I really enjoyed Among the Heavens. It's very similar to Diner Dash but lacks the restuarant renovation aspect. You can upgrade
things as you go along and every few levels you get a new tavern but it's not quite the same as decorating one yourself. Other
than that it was actually awesome and really filled that gap I've had for this type of game - done well - on Steam especially
because the Diner Dash port is basically a♥♥♥♥♥♥explosion. Among the Heavens also has genuine difficullty. I was playing
on an easier mode and was still for some levels struggling to get 3 stars. Perhaps as I am aging my reflexes aren't as good and
now I am more similar to a flipper handed freak child than a gamer but whatever - it was fun!

. This is basically a simple mobile game, so don't expect much out of it. At one point the difficulty level ramps up really high, I
personally couldn't get past this part, but I'm bad at video games. There are better games out there; I don't recommend this one..
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If you enjoy games like Diner Dash, you will enjoy this game.
I found it quite challenging and frustrating on some levels, while others were super easy.
Managed to 100% the achievements without even completing the game.
Good time sink.. Got a free copy of the game from orlygift.com. Note: The game crashes A LOT. Once I switched to window
mode and set compatibility to Windows XP SP3, the game stopped crashing.

Pros:
Nice graphics
Gets pretty challenging once you advance

Cons:
Crashing in full screen, hopefully this gets fixed
Matching game between levels is too easy

Overall, this is a decent time management game in the same vein as the "Cake Mania" series, but less challenging.
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Classic Diner Dash style game. Match-3 minigame gives some additional items. Can be little bit hectic without powerups from
match-3 but still manageable.. Sure, the game is fun and all, but the main problem is that the game keeps crashing. 21 files
corrupted, it says on the cache diagnosis. I hope you devs will fix that. Like I said, great game, but it needs to be fixed. I gave it
a "Yes" because I like the game. I'd love to see the a way to fix the crashing issue, though.

EDIT: Seems the devs managed to fix the issue. Now it's 100% enjoyable without those lousy crashes on fullscreen. You're
welcome, Steamers.. I am a fan Jetdogs Studios games. Among the Heavens is rather different than the normal games I've
played by them. It is another version of Diner Dash. I adored Diner Dash, played them all, and when I expected a match three
type game and a Diner Dash style popped up I was pleasantly surprised. I enjoyed the games flow. The only thing I think
seemed out of place was the actual Match 3 puzzle. It popped up, you played it for boost, yet playing it fell flat. There was no
real pizazz behind it. It felt like an after thought to throw in to attract a broader audience. If another Among the Heavens is
released, I would love to see something more done with the match 3 or replace it with a better mini game.

Beside that little con, the rest I loved, then again I enjoy games along the Diner Dash style. It is repetitive, difficulty goes up,
and you grind through it. Achievements are very attainable which I like. You can achieve these halfway through the game. The
graphics are nice, music is okay however like most games I turn it off and play my own.. A cheap, casual game which is great
for passing time and quite entertaining! May seem repetetive at times, but I certainly think it's worth the money.... A Diner-
Dash clone that is actually pretty good. :). It's not bad for a time management game.
But the formula is over repeated and it brings nothing new to the table.
Can be fun for a bit, though.. Its a basic dinner game, decent graphics, alright gameplay, I think I had one called dine and dash
or something on my phone before very similar, this game has better graphics and a few cool other elements tho like the gold in
the chest and the combos of certain people so it has some new stuff, but its not an original idea, still an alright game tho..
Casual, cutesy, waiter sim.

This game really should not have the Match 3 tag. The description and screenies make a big deal of this 'feature' and it is just a
mini game played every few levels. It is not even a good mini game, it is the most simple version of Match 3 possible.

The main part of the game; waiter sim (Diner Dash style) looks and plays like a Facebook game app *spits*. Point and click
here, there and then there and repeat. There are upgrades, which you have to buy again when you move tavern. The bonus move
chaining feature has limited use. The sound is okay at first, I turned it off after a few levels. The graphics and locations do not
offer much variation. The story is forgettable.

The game crashes if I try to toggle full screen mode.

Easy to 100% on achievements and thankfully you do not have to play all the levels.

Recommended for crayon eaters.. Very cool game with cute graphics and nice sounds. Well balanced.
I would recommend this game for everyone who like time managers.
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